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BY LEO J .  LANGEVIN 

TOrecap this series: In Part I of this four-part series, I 
presented a simple VSE application that was designed

to display data on a 3270 terminal. Part II demonstrated how
to make some modifications to the same code so that it could
run as a CGI, transmitting the desired data back to the user's
web browser. In Part III, I examined what it would take to
convert such a program into a true SOCKET application so
that it could run as a TCP server to a single telnet client. In this
concluding article I will demonstrate how easy it is to convert
this text-based single-user Internet application into a multi-
user GUI interface that doesn't require a web browser or a
3270 terminal to use it.

ABOUT SOCKET NUMBERS

Our simple SOCKET application allocates a SOCKET,
waits for a connection, sends and receives data, and eventually
closes the SOCKET and reopens a new one, while waiting for
another session to take place. But what if you want more than
one person to use this program simultaneously? How do you
handle a multi-user environment?

As you probably already know, when you have TCP/IP
allocate a SOCKET for your application, you assign it a port
number. You can have multiple SOCKETs open at the same
time, all of which have the same port number. In fact, you can
have multiple applications all using the same port number
and TCP/IP doesn't care. When a request comes in to connect
to a specific port number, TCP/IP will look for the first open
SOCKET with the matching port number.

For example, by default, telnet uses port 23. Let's say
that you defined five telnet daemons (servers). Let's also
say that later on, an application that you wrote starts up,
but you also assigned port 23 to your daemon. Usually this
would not be a problem. However, one day, a sixth user
tries to log onto your system and instead of getting the telnet
daemon that was expected, he ends up inside of your appli-
cation because your application used the same port number
as the telnet daemon, and the telnet client doesn't know the
difference. This demonstrates why it's important to use
unique port numbers.

MULTIPLE SOCKET QUEUING

By using unique port numbers, you can have a simple
application issue a dozen "SOCKET OPEN" requests in a
row without waiting. As long as each one has a unique DESC
(SOCKET descriptor fullword) pointer, TCP/IP will fill each
fullword with a pointer to each desired SOCKET, as shown
in Figure 1. 

As you can see, we are allocating a dozen TCP/IP
SOCKETs and storing them in a list. All of these SOCKETs
are queued. Note that the use of ECB2 is interesting; we have
a unique ECB for every SOCKET request, but every request
has something in common: ECB2. When ECB2 is posted, it
means that one of those SOCKETs was posted.

There are a dozen entries in that table. The first fullword is
the SOCKET descriptor. The next 14 fullwords indicate the
unique ECB for each SOCKET. The last fullword is the
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address of the SEND/RECEIVE buffer that will be allocated/
deallocated when a session is established/terminated.

HANDLING EACH SOCKET OPEN REQUEST

Each SOCKET OPEN request can be handled using the follow-
ing code:

WAIT ECB2

When any of the SOCKETs is posted, you can see which one
it was by using a simple loop, as shown in Figure 2. Once
you've determined which SOCKET posted, you can then handle
the request. Because of this specific application there is hardly
any delay between when the request arrives and when the data
is responded to. Therefore, we can take the time to grab the
required information and return it before checking the rest of
the ECBLIST.

HANDLING EACH SOCKET SEND/RECEIVE REQUEST

Once an OPEN takes place, we need to take care of the data. As
you know, we designed this so that a SEND will occur as soon as a
connection takes place. To allow this to happen, we will GETVIS
some storage for the TCP/IP I/O buffer; 4KB should be more than
adequate for the task. Once we allocate this storage, we will save
the address in the specific entry in the ECBLIST. In this way, if that
area is null, then we know that we are responding to a new request.
On the other hand, if it is not null, we know that we will continue
an ongoing process. Figure 3 shows how this entire process of
chaining ECBs works. 

We now have the I/O buffer pointer and the length fields all ready
for the SOCKET SEND and the SOCKET RECEIVE to take place.
Once the data has been sent back to the client, and we have queued
up another SOCKET request, we can repeat this. Figure 4 shows an
example of scanning through the queue and processing each
SOCKET as it is posted by the TCP/IP subsystem.

CLEANING UP AFTER YOURSELF

Once we receive a POST and check that we are supposed to ter-
minate the connection, we need to get rid of the previously allocat-
ed storage, clean up the pointers, close the SOCKET, open up a new
one, and repeat the process. Again, we might do this using the code
shown in Figure 5. And there you have it, a simple multi-user appli-
cation with the power of TCP/IP.

TRUE MULTI-TASKING

Sure, our example can run this way because there is hardly any
real wait processing taking place. But what about those applications
that may take several seconds to complete? In this case, such a
design is unworkable.

One of the great things about TCP/IP for VSE is its flexibility
when it comes to processing a SOCKET. You can actually queue up
a SOCKET and then pass the ECB and the descriptor pointer to a
subtask. When you POST the subtask to handle the rest of the program
processing, the main task is free to handle subsequent requests.

This greatly improves the overall performance. The following is an
overview of the main task and subtask processes:

Main Task Process
1. Queue up a SOCKET.
2. Attach a subtask.
3. Set up the passing of the SOCKET ECB and descriptor.
4. Post the subtask.
5. Repeat.

Subtask Process
1. Accept and store the ECB and descriptor pointer.
2. Acquire GETVIS for needed storage.
3. Generate some data.
4. Send the data.
5. Queue up a RECEIVE.
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L R3,=F'12'
LA R4,SOCKLIST

LOOP DS 0H
LA R5,4(R4)
SOCKET OPEN,TELNET,ECB=(4),DESC=(5),ECB2=ECB2,WAIT=NO...
LTR R15,R15
BNZ BAD
LA R4,64(R4)
BCT R3,LOOP

...
ECB2 DS F
SOCKLIST DS 12XL64

FIGURE 1: FULLWORD WITH A POINTER TO EACH SOCKET

L R3,=F'12'
LA R4,SOCKLIST

LOOP2 DS 0H
TM 6(R4),X'80'
BO PROCESS
LA R4,64(,R4)
BCT R3,LOOP2
B WAIT

FIGURE 2: LOOP TO VIEW POSTED SOCKETS

L R0,=F'4096'
ST R0,BUFFLN
GETVIS ,
LTR R15,R15
BNZ BADGVIS
ST R1,60(R4)
ST R1,BUFFAD

FIGURE 3: ACQUIRING STORAGE 

SOCKET SEND,WAIT=YES,ECB2=ECB2....
SOCKET RECEIVE,WAIT=NO,ECB2=ECB2...
B CHEKQUE

FIGURE 4: PROCESSING THE SOCKET QUEUE

L R0,=F'4096'
L R1,60(R4)
FREEVIS ,
XC 60(R4),60(R4)
SOCKET CLOSE,....
SOCKET OPEN,....
B CHEKQUE

FIGURE 5: RELEASING STORAGE 
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6. Wait for a reply.
7. If it is not done, repeat #3
8. If it is done, FREEVIS the storage,

CLOSE the SOCKET and terminate.

In a CICS environment, you would issue
the EXEC CICS START command to pass
the pointers to a separate transaction that
would process the data for you. In either
case, it's necessary to consider the correct
design for your specific application to get
the greatest throughput.

ADDING THE GUI INTERFACE

It's pretty simple to write PC programs
with a GUI interface that can also do
TCP/IP processing. Because of that, you
can have a PC program connect to the VSE
SOCKET of your choice, accept the data
response, format the data, and then return it

to the user in a nice format. You can do this
in Visual Basic, Java, C++, or whatever
language appeals to you. 

The version that I am providing is written
in Java. It is an actual Windows application,
so you will need a Java Virtual Machine
running on your PC. It is a basic telnet
client that accepts the data and formats it
into nice tabular information with all of the
bells and whistles that users like to see.

To request the code for the Java client,
please email your request for file
LANG0400.ZIP to editor@naspa.net. To
request all of the coding examples for this
series, email your request to editor@
naspa.net for file LANGSERIES.ZIP. 

SUMMARY

As you can see, migrating applications
does take a bit of work, but the resulting

benefit is enormous. With a little bit of inge-
nuity, you can provide the type of process-
ing that your users are just dying to use.
And, the great thing about this is that the
users don't even need to know they're using
a mainframe!  

NaSPA member Leo J. Langevin is a senior
systems developer with Connectivity Systems,
makers of TCP/IP for VSE and a wide array of
clients and servers. You can contact Leo at
leo@tcpip4vse.com.
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